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Many seek the key to happy marital life. Some think it
is in the money. Others see it in romance. A question
remains about young people coming to marriage:

which is more successful, the marriage resulting from love or
that based on mental calculations and better to be arranged?

Kuwait Times spoke with young people to learn more
about their ideas of love and arranged marriages. It seems the
jury is out on the question. Though more and more youth are
turning to love matches for their life long happiness, others
still see the value and importance of an arranged marriage. 

Love and all its derivatives
Love matches aren’t always that exactly. Sometimes what

is meant by a love match is simply that the youth in question
have more input on the choice of a spouse. It may be some-
one that they already know or are already in love with. But it
may also be simply that they are not being forced or merely
accepting that their parents will find the right person for
them. Instead they are involved in the choice and in fact hold
the final decision, yay or nay. 

Khaled Nassar, 34, a married man, did not agree with
Abeer where he sees the marriages. He thinks marriages
based on love as more successful than arranged marriages.
“The love story is full of feelings and romance, and marriage
will continue with love. Traditional marriage often fails or
remains rigid between the husband and wife because of a

lack of feelings that create the atmosphere for the continua-
tion of life, to avoid clashes.”

For Bijoy Rajan, 25, single, said: “The marriage of love pre-
pare us for a beautiful and stable life. Feelings and emotions
make the parties succeed in their married life and the prob-
lems disappear. Even if certain problems occurred it would
be easy to contain them. My older sister had a rational mar-
riage from a man who was older than her 15 years and
because he was a rich man who she thought that she will be

happy mistook in married life, but her dreams went wild and
the differences began to creep in and their relationship ended
with divorce.”

Arranged marriages, more stability? 
At the same time, many youth continue to appreciate the

value of their parents’ wisdom, especially when it comes to
stability in life. 

Abeer Waleed, 20, a single young woman, said: “The
arranged marriage is more successful than the marriage of
love because of the economic conditions always prevent the
continuation of the emotional relationship and the termina-
tion of marriage, as many cases.”

She added that romantic time is over. “Today, young
people cannot achieve the needs desired by any girl, so
most of the girls of this generation - and I am one of them -
are looking for a husband who provides the basics of life
and requirements more than looking forward to a romantic
husband,” she said.

Rabab Banasan, 27, married, said: “My marriage was
arranged by my mother. But marriage is a destiny we cannot
escape it. So a proper basis must be laid for it, and this basis
does not depend on emotion without reason or mind with-
out passion, the heart cannot resolve the matter in isolation
from the mind,” adding that when a girl or young man lives a
love story before marriage, she is full of emotions where she
cannot think clearly, After the marriage many problems may
appear on both sides that is when the marriage will start to
collapse. “I believe arranged marriages are more successful
because you have the chance to think with reason and
develop emotions toward the future person who will share
the life,” she explained.

In Kuwait and in other GCC states, unfortunately, there
is a cultural stigma around divorced women, yet there
are none for divorced men, as if divorced women are

somehow less effective in getting back to married life
compared to divorced men. The only logical explanation
of this cultural attitude is sexism. And it is carefully hid-
den behind the curtains of social taboos. This whole man-
ner of treating divorcees in my society is sexist, and it is
my goal to expose these fallacies that have prompted
divorced women to tolerate feeling sorry for themselves,
as if they are in jail.

There are a number of popular social ideas that creat-
ed this stigma, that I feel the need to shed some light on.

1. “A virgin will be more loyal.”
2. Divorcees will persist on comparing the new hus-

band to the old; thus he will have the burden of having to
continuously “win” over his lady. 

3. Women are sculpted by men, therefore, it is simply
either too late or too tiresome to have an already sculp-
tured women as a wife, and sadly by sculptured I mean
disciplined, as if marriage is some kind of a police acade-
my or a psychiatry clinic.

First of all, loyalty is not dependent on anything other
than a person’s moral code and not on his psychological
dispositions. In fact men have a tougher time in this
department, according to statistics. Secondly, a divorcee

has already been detached from her previous knight-in-
shining armor who lost his chance of making her happy
with him. Thus, she is in more urgent need to replace him.
And lastly, women are the sculptors of people’s percep-
tions and lifestyle more than “hunters” are or were, since
time immemorial.

I created a small survey from a few divorcees to hear
their answers with Kuwait Times readers: 

1. Do you feel that your society’s point of view of you
changed after your divorce? 

“Certainly, people’s way of looking at me did change.

Some saw me as a strong woman, because I went through
all of this alone. Some saw that it was best for me to stay
on with my ex-husband.

2. Was divorce easy or difficult for you?
“It is never easy psychologically nor procedurally.

Because it is never easy to destroy a dream.”
3. Did you feel divorce was your last recourse?
“I had two choices. Either to stay and endure all the

disappointments and sorrows, or venture back to being
single and start rebuilding my life again. I chose the latter,
and it was the right choice, thank God.”
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